Can we predict missed injuries? A quantitative analysis of contributing factors
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The authors are presenting, for the first time in literature, the quantitative and qualitative assessment of missed injuries (MI) in patients following multiple trauma. Aim: The aim of this study is to analyze quantitatively missed injuries in multiple trauma patients to identify clinical predictors of such injuries and to develop a tool for assessing the impact of a missed injury on the injured patient’s overall trauma burden. Methods: A detailed retrospective analysis of 81 patients with 130 missed injuries was performed. Results: The authors analyzed in detail 81 patients with 130 missed injuries among 421 victims of multiple trauma using a peer-review panel of experts, resulting mainly from diagnostic and therapeutic issues. The most frequent missed injuries were detected in the chest (54 cases) and limbs (26 cases). According to the judgement of the audit committee, missed injuries were connected with poor assessment of X-ray and/or its lack (44 cases). In 32 cases considerable shortages in clinical examination were revealed. Conclusions: In multivariate regression analysis statistically significant independent influence of the TRISS change (delta TRISS) on the probability of death has been demonstrated as MI index. The authors propose to introduce the MI index in order to evaluate the incidence of missed injuries in patients following severe trauma.

Introduction

Missed injuries (MI) are a source of grave concern in trauma and a surgeon’s nemesis, because they lead to preventable morbidity and mortality and have medicolegal implication. It is often difficult to identify injuries in multitrauma patients because they often present with altered consciousness, the precise mechanism of injury may be unclear, and obtaining a reliable history is often impossible. Furthermore, severe shock can mask the clinical symptoms of specific injuries, and intoxication often compromises the accuracy of physical examination. All this may lead to missed injuries during the primary and secondary survey, with a resulting delay in treatment, until a tertiary survey is performed the next morning [1].

Many attempts have been made to analyze and classify MI [1-8]. However, most of these studies are descriptive, and no attempts have been made to identify quantitatively contributing factors that predispose to a missed injury, nor to measure the impact of a missed injury on the patient’s overall clinical condition.

The aim of this study is to develop a new tool to assess quantitatively the clinical impact of MI based on the TRISS methodology and to identify factors that increase the risk of missing a diagnosis of an injury.
Materials and Methods

During a 5 year period (January 1, 1999 - December 31, 2003), 421 patients with multiple trauma were treated in the Department of Trauma Surgery of Gdansk University School of Medicine in Gdansk, Poland. Multiple trauma was defined as injuries in at least 2 anatomical regions each one of which required admission, and an Injury Severity Score of ≥13 [1,2,8-12]. MI were defined as those injuries first diagnosed later than 24 hours from admission, or at autopsy [1,2,8,11,12].

Clinical data on all patients were extracted retrospectively from the chart, and the Trauma Score, Revised Trauma Score, Injury Severity Score and Probability of Survival-PS (using TRISS methodology) [5] were calculated for each patient. Data included demographics, injury mechanism, time line of treatment, blood alcohol level, clinical course of the patient, missed injuries, and all parameters needed to calculate the abovementioned scores. Mean age was 42 (range 14-83) with the majority of patients being males (73%) involved in motor vehicle accidents (66%).

Each MI identified in the series of polytrauma patients was then analyzed in detail using a peer-review process. A team consisting of a trauma surgeon, intensive care specialist, emergency medicine specialist, forensic medicine specialist and radiologist reviewed each case and identified the cause of missed injury from the following list:

- Inappropriate facility: The injured patient was transferred to a facility which lacked the conditions to perform appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic interventions
- Error in clinical examination: An injury overlooked during the primary or secondary surveys
- Failure to perform a tertiary survey - When the team did not repeat the clinical examination on the morning after admission
- Inadequate diagnostic workup - incorrect assessment of X-ray and laboratory tests or their absence
- Injuries missed at operation
- Precarious condition of the patient - clinical situations where the precarious clinical condition of the patient prevented a comprehensive diagnostic workup

In order to assess quantitatively the clinical impact of a MI, we introduced a "Missed Injury Index" (MI Index). This index reflects the additional trauma burden caused by the missed injury when compared to the initial evaluation where the missed injury was overlooked.

A new index MI was introduced, making missed injuries conditional on remainder: final TRISS - initial TRISS (delta TRISS) and on probability of survival (final Ps) [10].

The variable DTRISS (delta TRISS) was calculated as difference between the final TRISS (TRISSf) and the initial one (TRISSi). The initial TRISS was calculated at the admission to the hospital and the final TRISS was calculated after the definitive diagnosis was established. The DTRISS reflects the clinical impact, or additional trauma burden, of the diagnosis missed on admission.

DTRISS formula:
\[
DTRISS = TRISS_f - TRISS_i
\]

where:
\[
TRISS_f = \text{final TRISS}
\]

\[
TRISS_i = \text{initial TRISS}
\]

\[
X_f = \text{final X value}
\]

\[
X_i = \text{initial X value}
\]

\[
X = \text{factor calculated after the formula:}
\]

(for blunt trauma)
\[
X = 1.1430 \times \text{RTS} - 0.1516 \times \text{ISS} - 2.6676 \times (1 \text{ if age } \geq 55, 0 \text{ if age } < 55) - 0.6029
\]

(for penetrating trauma)
\[
X = 0.9544 \times \text{RTS} - 0.0768 \times \text{ISS} - 1.9052 \times (1 \text{ if age } \geq 55, 0 \text{ if age } < 55) - 1.1270
\]

Chi-square test with Yates correction and Spearman rank correlation test were used for analysis of the categorical variables (deaths). Differences between changes of TRISS values were compared by means of the Mann-Whitney U test. Multivariate analysis was conducted using stepwise forward logistic regression, and odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidential intervals were reported. A p value of <0.05 was considered significant. All statistical analyses were performed using Statistica® 6.0 (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK).

Results

A group of 421 patients with multitrauma consisted 6.4% of admissions to the trauma surgery department during the study period. The mean Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) was 12 p., mean RTS was 10+2.5 and mean ISS was 31+13 p. Roughly one patient in four (111 patients = 26%) were in shock. Seventy six percent (319 patients) underwent operative interventions, the majority during the first 24 hours since the admission (245 patients = 58%). One hundred and eleven patients (26.4%) required reoperation. Sixty two patients died, for a mortality rate of 14.7%.

A total of 130 missed injuries were identified in 81 patients (19% of the total series). The anatomical distribution of missed injuries is given in Table I. Lung injuries were the most commonly missed.

The results of peer-review analysis of the factors contributing to MI are given in Table II. By far, the most common cause was an error in the interpretation of diagnostic studies. In 56 patients there was one contributing factor and in 25 patients there were 2 or more factors. Only two injuries were missed at the operation.

The following variables were independent predictors of missed injuries: treatment error, changes of TRISS values, time since accident to admission, number of body areas, initial ISS, probability of survival by RTS, transfer from another hospital. Detailed data is presented in the Table III.

The missed injury changed the ISS in 61 of 81 patients (75%). Using multivariate regression analysis, the magnitude of the TRISS change (delta TRISS) was an independent predictor of mortality. The mortality rate was directly related to the value of the delta TRISS (Figure 1).

A similar relationship was observed for the whole observed population including patients without missed diagnosis.

The missed injury index (MI index)
was set, beyond which missed injury is:
- essential for life, endangered by decease - delta TRISS > 0.02;
- inessential for life, important for therapeutic process - 0.005 > delta TRISS > 0.02;
- inessential for life and for therapeutic process - delta TRISS < 0.005;

### Discussion

Our study offers a quantitative analysis of MI in severely injured multi-trauma patients and introduces a tool for gauging the clinical impact of these missed injuries.

The problem of MI is seldom mentioned in clinical discussions because of the medico-legal implications and because they usually reflect an error in procedure or judgment. Yet, it seems that an objective analysis of underlying causes as well as an assessment of the clinical impact of MI is the key to reducing their incidence.

The concept of MI lacks an accepted definition or a uniform terminology. Several terms such as delayed diagnosis, missed injury, undiagnosed injury, missed fracture, undetected injury, pitfalls, errors in diagnosis, have a similar meaning and result in confusion [3,4,6,16-19]. We used the accepted definition of missed injuries as injuries first identified more than 24 hours after admission or at autopsy [7,8,14].

There are many causes exist for MI. Several authors have attempted to define the most important contributing factors and underlying causes leading to MI. Majority of authors agree that main problems lay in organizational and clinical categories [1-4,11,12,14,17,19, 20].

In our series, the most common cause of missing an injury was misinterpretation of X-rays, followed by an incomplete clinical assessment of the patient and failure to repeat these examinations.

Our results are corresponding with other authors opinions, although many among them underline also the fact of putting the patient in inadequate (too specialized) ward (Chan, Enderson) and presence of diagnostic failure is connected with this decision [1,4]. In our material problem concerns rather wards insufficiently equipped and not having proper medical base for management of patients with multiple trauma.

Type and amount of MI is varied and difficult to be estimated statistically. All the authors, analyzing this subject, face this problem. MI percentage range is wide and varies from 1.5% to 34%, depending on research method that was used.

Some authors eliminate certain groups of patients, deciding in that way on statistical imperfections. Chan, presenting MI amount at 12% informs, that it includes only patients with orthopedic injuries [4]. Hirshberg, informing about 117 cases of missed injuries requiring reoperation during ten years activity, counts out traumas that didn't need further surgical aid and "isolated" orthopedic cases [6]. In 1989 Born discusses MI for 3% patients with joints injuries [3]. In 1989 Albreksten analyses 34% of missed injuries revealed during the autopsy [2]. Enderson and Rizoli present 9% MI and 13.6% PR for patients with blunt, non-penetrating injuries [1,7]. Biffi shows necessity of introducing so called "third examination" by analysis of MI in two periods (before and after introducing third examination) and proves reduction of PR percentage on 5.7% and 3.4%, with the same ISS index – 10.7 pts.[16].

All these data and restrictions brought in by the authors do not let us to relate to individual studies equally.

Also authors of this study made preliminary selection, researching severe and mid-severe multiple trauma only, with average ISS index calculated – 30.74 pts. That's why the result received, 19.3% of missed injuries, should not be referred to any of data mentioned above. We can only compare present data with these presented in 1999 by the same authors in similar analysis. Getting significant reduction or missed injuries (from 29.4% to 19.2%) confirms necessity of analyzing these cases and reason for such research [11].

In review of the literature the authors had the possibility to familiarize with, missed injuries were discussed without attempts to estimate them by their severity. Most of the surgeons have heard about MI, comprehend their moral-legal aspect, and also have been trying to reduce their quantity. However, no one has presented by numbers a qualitative assessment for missed injuries, which would let us estimate their clinical outcomes. Out method, by taking into consideration initial and final diagnosis (contained in ISS and TRISS remainder) and relating to probability of survival of a specific patient, allows us to assess to what extent the failure (missed injury) could have been a life threat for this patient. It also enables to pay attention to especially severe missed injuries and to bring in the preventive measures, which would prevent their occurrence in the future. At the present research level it could be used for management assessment in individual trauma centers.
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